
Each year in internal medicine con-
tinuity clinics, senior residents

graduate, leaving large numbers of
patients to resume care with a new
provider. It is an unusual situation
played out on a massive scale nation-
wide—at once highly disruptive and
anxiety provoking for patients and
migraine inducing for clinic schedul-
ing staff despite its predictability.

Research into best practices for
ambulatory transitions is growing.1 In
this article we focus on one aspect:
teaching our new first-year internal
medicine residents how to spend a
few quality minutes with their pa-
tients acknowledging and easing this
transition—a skill that many new res-
idents have not been trained in.
Teaching faculty may have a stable
patient panel, so these transitions
may not be at the forefront of their
own practice.

Consider the basic flow of a clinic
visit. Remember that trainees, accus-
tomed to the beat of the hospital
wards, may not have the outpatient
tempo ingrained in them: 1) prepara-
tion, 2) greeting, 3) transition discus-
sion (if this is a new doctor-patient
relationship that is anticipated to be
longitudinal), 4) agenda setting, 5)
clinical evaluation (history and physi-
cal), 6) staffing (with the attending),
and 7) conclusion.

Most residents, especially at the
start of training, tend to focus their
time and mental energy on clinical
evaluation: What labs need to be or-
dered? Did I do the right physical
exam? Did I order the right medi-
cine? Did I miss anything on that
chest x-ray?

Let us take a moment to empha-
size steps 2 and 3 (see figure),

open-ended question. Do not
assume the other person is a
spouse, child, or a parent.

• Don’t forget the computer—if
you are using it in the room,
acknowledge it with a neutral or
positive spin. (“I am going to log
on to the computer so I will have
all your prior notes and labs easily
available if we need them.”) Try
to avoid making negative
statements about your clinic.
(“Sorry, I have to log into our
computer first, and it’s pretty
slow. I wish we had a better
electronic record system.”)

Step 3: Transition Discussion
This is the unique step that we ad-
vise for new doctor-patient relation-
ships that are anticipated to be
longitudinal. There are two scenarios
where this might happen:

which can otherwise go unacknowl-
edged. How a doctor-patient rela-
tionship starts off is often critical to
success and, in the best-case sce-
nario, these steps will help lay the
groundwork for a three-year relation-
ship. You may consider proactively
teaching the following tips to new
continuity residents.

Step 2: Greeting
There are several key steps to keep
in mind:
• Identify yourself. Patients

generally prefer to hear your first
and last name2 and your role
(resident physician).

• Ask the patient how he/she
would like to be addressed.

• Identify the other people in the
room: Did the patient bring a
friend or family member? If so,
ask their names and
relationships. Ask this as an
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1. The patient is new to the clinic
(aka the “brand new” patient).
This may be a common scenario
even to the experienced clinician.
However, residents have the
added challenges of describing
their unique clinic schedules,
what a resident physician is, and
the idiosyncrasies of a teaching
clinic.

• Ask the patient how he/she
decided to come to this clinic.
Recent move to town?
Change in insurance? Did a
friend refer them?

• Ask the patient what he/she
knows about your clinic.
(“Are you familiar with what a
teaching clinic is?”) If the
patient has worked with
residents before, ask what
he/she liked and didn’t like
about the experience. If not,
have a positive introduction
ready to give. (“Before we
get started on what you’d like
to talk about today, would
you like me to explain a bit
more about this clinic and
how it runs?”)

• Discuss logistics: 1) role of
teaching clinic; 2) benefits of
receiving care from a resident
(i.e. more time for visits, an
eager learner invested in
them, additional doctors
looking at them); 3) clinic
days, including which
provider will be available to
see them if you are not in;
and 4) clinic team (e.g. “I
work with a nurse named
John and a social worker
named Kayla, both of whom

your patience as I catch up in
getting to know you.”)

• Take credit for doing your
preparation. (“I have read
some of your chart notes
from Dr. Smith, but now that I
am meeting you in person, I’d
like to hear about things
directly from you, too.”)

• Explore the relationship with
the previous provider. (“Tell
me about how you and Dr.
Smith worked together. What
did you like most about it?
What do you wish could have
been better?”)

• Ask about them. Take some
social history first, even if it’s
a follow-up visit. (“What I was
hoping to do today was take a
few minutes to get to know
each other and then find out
what concerns you have
today and also to go over a
few items that Dr. Smith
requested follow-up on. Does
that sound okay?”) Are there
important people in their
lives? Who do they live with?
Do they work? Use a mix of
open- and closed-ended
questions.

• Describe yourself. (This is
best done after you have
discussed the patient first.)
This can feel awkward, as
many of us are not used to
espousing our own virtues.
But what is new in this
situation? Not the clinic. Not
the patient. It’s the provider
that’s new. It’s okay to talk
about yourself, as patients are
curious and often will ask,

are very helpful.”); and 5)
how to reach the clinic with
questions.

• Gently explore experience
with prior providers. (“What
did you like about working
with your last provider?”) If
they weren’t satisfied, gently
ask why. If they loved it, find
out what they liked about it
and try to negotiate together
if you can replicate that.
(“That’s great that you were
able to e-mail directly with
your prior doctor so often. It
sounds like the convenience
of electronic communication
is important to you. We have
an e-mail system here too but
it is a little different than
what you were doing with
your other doctor—let me
explain it so we can figure
out how to make it work for
you.”)

2. The patient has been in
clinic for years but is switching
providers—the “new old
patient.” This is a very important
scenario—common for a new
first-year resident and uncommon
for those of us who have been in
practice for a while.
• Acknowledge the transition.

For some patients it’s not a
big deal. (You may be their
tenth resident in thirty years!)
For others it can be a time of
anxiety and anticipation. (“I
know that you saw Dr. Smith
for three years, and I will do
my best to take over for
him/her. It can be hard to
change doctors, so thanks for
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“Where did you go to school,
doc?” or “You look so young
to be a doctor?” This can be
the perfect opening to
describe your background or
hint that you didn’t do a good
enough job introducing
yourself earlier. The
description, though, can and
probably should be brief, and
you never have to disclose
something that feels too
personal. (“Thanks for the
compliment about looking
young. I’m in my 30s, I grew
up in ____. I went to college
at ___ and did research on ___
for a few years before going
to medical school at ___. I

give feedback, and also to take time
to affirm for our residents that this is
not just “small talk.” Or, maybe it is
“small talk,” but it has big value.
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have enjoyed my time here in
this city so far as a resident.
My faculty and colleagues
here have been amazing
mentors. Also, I play the
guitar, so I’ve really loved
some of the summer
concerts they have here.”)

As we head into July, it is impor-
tant to teach trainees not only med-
ical aspects of care but also
communication techniques to ease
both the patient and resident through
this transition. As one commentary
stated, “It is often more important to
be human than to be medical in
those first moments.”3 Our tasks are
multiple: to teach, to role model, to
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